In this note some linkage systems for trisecting an angle and for finding the cube root of a number are described. The models are easily made and are of considerable pedagogic value.
The gadget achieves trisection of an angle by the use of only one moving part; in an actual model P and Q may be constrained to move on the axes by guide pieces, sliding heads or slots. For small values of 3a the accuracy of trisection may be improved by setting T on 3a+90° and subtracting 30° from the resulting a + 30°.
A LINKAGE FOR CUBE DUPLICATION
In the linkage shown, O and C are pivots and D and F are sliding heads. With suitable units, OB = 1, OC = CD = CB = \, EC = EF = ED = \ and so angles ODB and CFD are angles in semicircles. The linkage is mounted on a base plate having squared paper from which coordinates can be read.
If the x = axis is taken along OA and if /_AOB = «, then x F = OF cos a = OD cos 2 a = OB cos 3 a = OD 3 . If the linkage is deformed until the abscissa of F has a given value, then the cube root of this number is obtained by reading off the abscissa of D. The case when x F = \ is that of cube duplication. In an actual model there would be a suitable grid on the base plate to facilitate the reading of abscissae.
